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"Whatever you do will be insignificant, but it is very important that you do it" - Mahatma Gandhi

Abstract

This paper is an attempt to look at the problem of continued wars and violence among humans in a  
holistic  manner,  with the motivation of finding possible solution(s)  for moving towards permanent  
world  peace.  Looking  at  some recent  wars  and conflicts  -  inter  state  as  well  as  intra  state  -  as  
phenomena involving acts by rational individuals embedded in a social fabric, the paper claims that  
large scale violence is not possible without 'involvement' of proportional number of humans and a  
conducive  social  fabric.  It  observes  that  some common patterns  exist,  and  most  recent  wars  and  
conflicts  could perhaps be avoided if  for  example people in  general  were more tolerant;  tolerant  
against  'changes'  and 'differences'.  It  therefore recommends pro-active and conscious measures to  
engineer a more tolerant social fabric; by grassroots institutions at the micro level of individuals. Such 
measures ought to bring down the overall global level of violence and conflicts, even though bringing  
it down to zero may take very long time.  The paper analyses the practicalities and limitations of this  
approach, as well as its indispensability.

Motivation: hygiene vs medicine

Humans have been fighting wars and killing each other for many centuries now. World wars were 
fought and UN was formed. International security and crisis resolution is a big and fashionable industry 
today,  and there is  serious  and continuous monitoring of  emerging crisis  and genuine  attempts  to 
prevent them, and make and retain peace. These are positive and commendable efforts. However, wars 
and conflicts go on, centuries after centuries. While 19th century was perhaps an improvement over the 
18th century, 20th century turned out far more bloodier. Far from any consoling trends, permanent 
world  peace would  be  considered  by most  today as  an impossible  and  impractical  target.  But  all 
present day efforts towards peace and attempts to prevent one crisis after another, will be of little use in 
the long term if they are not supplemented by attempts to solve the problem at the root. It is therefore 
important to take long term fundamental measures to gradually bring down overall rate of crisis, by 
focusing  on  and  dealing  directly  with  reasons  which  lead  to  genesis  of  wars  and  conflicts.  It  is 
important in the same manner as it is important to create hygienic conditions to prevent the genesis of 
diseases. This is in addition to medicines for curing the disease in those who are already ill or those 
who are demonstrating the symptoms for the disease. Modern day conflict prevention is like preventing 
the  disease  from  precipitating  after  initial  symptoms  are  observed  and  peace 
making/enforcement/keeping are like treatment and recovery in the hospital ICU. Peace building is like 
creating hygienic conditions to prevent further disease and is extremely important. However, we need 
to pro actively create such conditions for peace before  the conflicts arise, rather than only  after  the 
eruption of conflicts.  How do we raise resources for the same ? How do we go about about creating 
such conditions ? What are the concrete things which can be done ? We have to all put our minds 
together to answer these questions. A humble attempt and beginning has been made in this paper to 
answer some of these questions, point to some directions and nuance relevant issues.  



A drop of ink spreads faster on some fabrics. Role of _individuals_ in wars 
and conflicts : leaders, followers, passive observers in the social fabric

Large scale violence sometimes takes place when leaders and men 'at the top' take decisions which lead 
a  country or  a regime or  a group to  wage war  against  another country or  regime or group.  With 
increasing sophistication in technology, large scale destruction on one side can be caused by the acts of 
very few men on the other side. The new wars are different [MUNKLER]. Terrorism and guerilla wars 
involve relatively simpler weapons, and more humans are directly involved per unit violence. Ethnic 
violence and riots most  often involve humans one to one against  each other armed with primitive 
weapons. However, independent of the nature of conflict  and violence, any deliberate event which 
leads  to  large  scale  destruction  and  costs  lives  of  large  number  of  humans,  requires  indirect 
mobilisation or direct involvement of large number of people. Besides the leaders and decision makers, 
the large number of followers (or soldiers or lower in command) and even larger number of seemingly 
passive observers or people in the society contributing to the public opinion - _all_ have a  role to play, 
and a part to contribute. Deliberate attack on large number of human lives requires direct or indirect  
assent of a proportionally 'large number' of humans or a proportionally 'more serious' assent or both. 
Given this, the nature of social values and behaviours existing in a society have an important role to 
play in how that society reacts and acts in terms of precipitating wars and violence. A drop of ink 
spreads faster and farther on some fabrics, and does not spread so much on others. Similarly, a more 
tolerant and in general peace loving society can be expected to be more resistant towards large scale 
violence. A country's leadership will find it more difficult to go to war against another country, if its 
people are more tolerant. It will be that much more difficult to mobilise those people. Similarly, it will 
be difficult to mobilise people and mobs on religious or identity based sentiments in a more tolerant 
and anti-primordial  society. In other words, peace, and permanent world peace in particular will be 
served if we can weave a more tolerant social fabric all over the world, and do so with conviction. 

Some recent wars and conflicts

In this section, we look at some recent wars and violence and the reasons and motivations driving them, 
or used to mobilise support for them. Seldom are there single clear single reasons or causes driving a 
war or conflict. Further, the reasons also often change with time. There is also plenty of deliberate 
media propaganda to cook up false or misleading reasons to mobilise public opinion. A robust and 
more tolerant social fabric would resist such propaganda more effectively, and that is the key. The 
objective here is to look at the broad set of reasons popularly known to be related to the cases under 
discussion. Even potentially wrong cooked up reasons have been included, as they did play a role in 
sustaining or building public opinion at that time, and thus indirectly were responsible for supporting 
the concerned conflicts and violence.  The order in which the reasons are mentioned do not indicate 
their relative importance. A more thorough analysis for each case would give a deeper understanding of 
the cases; our purpose at present is to get a broad overall collective picture of reasons and causes which 
typically motivate and sustain wars, conflicts and violence. 



War/Conflict/Violence Probable/Propagated Reason(s) ?
Iran Vs US/Allies 1. Religion/Civilisations : West vs Islam

2. Nuclear Power/Weapons, Global order 
3. Regional/global authority/reputation

Darfur Conflict ("Civil War") 1. Resources (Rain/Water)
2. Ethnic : African vs Arabic/Islamic
3. Regional conflict : Sudan vs Chad
4. International  Community  :  West  vs 

Islam
5. Economic  Reasons  (Oil)  :  Role  of 

China and others 
Godhara Carnage (Gujarat, India) 1. Ethnic : Hindus vs Islam
Iraq (Gulf Wars) 1. Economic Reasons (Oil)

2. Regional/global  authority/reputation/ 
ego. 

3. WMDs, Global order
4. Religion/Civilisations : West vs Islam
5. Communal/Ethnic : Shias vs Sunnis

Falkland Islands (UK, Argentina) 1. For "glory" (global reputation)
Vietnam, Cold War 1. Ideologies, Global domination
World War 2 1. Racial superiority

2. Global superiority/authority
3. Exploitation, subjugation in past

We observe that the reasons which have driven humans to kill each other in recent times or provide 
implicit or explicit support to their leaders for the same include religion/race, domination/superiority 
over others, economic gains, reputation, ideologies, vengeance against past excesses, glory, resources 
for survival etc 

Why is it so easy to incite people on religious lines ? Or on other factors related to identity ? [SEN] 
Why  can't  people  play  fair  and  gracefully  accept  changes  eg  changes  in  global/regional/bilateral 
balance  of  power,  economy  etc  ?  Why  are  people  sometimes  excessively  insecure  about  such 
differences and changes ? When faced with shortage of resources, why do people think of selfish short 
term gains instead of thinking of collaborating with each other, facing the problems boldly and trying 
to resolve the problems and shortages together to the best extent possible ? Perhaps in a more tolerant 
and peace conducive social fabric, the later options would be considered and would win more often 
than those which lead to wars, conflicts and violence.  

Tolerance against differences and changes

Tolerance is a deep and complex concept. Most of us have some degree of intolerance and discomfort 
towards new ideas, changes and differences. We find it difficult to absorb new ideas and practices, to 
change or add to our own, specially when they are linked to religion or cultural values etc. The degree 



of tolerance or intolerance determines whether cultures and humans mix and interact and merge and co-
evolve OR end up distant with high opaque walls between them and develop discomfort distrust and 
hatred towards each other (multiculturalism vs plural monoculturalism). It is also crucial to distinguish 
between - just being comfortable with the idea of the existence of different cultures and religions and 
beliefs - from - going a step further and being comfortable with and being open to absorbing some of 
those beliefs and practices. This crucial difference determines whether we  remain stagnant and locked 
in our identities or whether we evolve; whether we feel insecure about our identities and communities 
and fear 'losing' them to others or whether we welcome such 'invasions' as opportunities to learn and 
evolve.  The  very  fact  that  the  founders  of  religions  and  ideologies  founded  those  religions  or 
ideologies, and thereby changed or evolved beliefs prevailing at those times, should motivate us to 
continuously  reflect,  change and evolve.   The  degree  of  intolerance  in  a  social  fabric  determines 
whether it allows violence (or agenda for violence against others) to spread through itself for the kind 
of  reasons discussed above. 

Another dimension of intolerance has to do with changes in socio economic status or reputation. How 
comfortable are we in becoming less well off as someone else moves ahead  ? How comfortable are we 
in losing our established positions ? How comfortably and gracefully can we accept such changes 
taking place in the communities and Nations we belong to ? The extent to which people or groups of 
people can go to defend and hold their past positions  - whether they continue to be fair, whether they 
can go the extent of killing people; whether the society can turn a blind eye towards their leaders doing 
excesses on their behalf - depends on the degree of tolerance towards such changes in the social fabric. 

Survival and the social fabric

It is good to talk of a tolerant and love filled social fabric for those of us who are leading comfortable 
lives.  The degree of tolerance and restraint in an individual can get drastically altered when (s)he is 
faced with the prospect of dying hungry due to poverty or when survival is uncertain due to lack of 
security in the face of threat from an enemy. In such situations dealing with survival and life, and of 
despair and  helplessness, the tolerance levels of individuals can easily break down and the individuals 
can resort to desperate measures. They are likely to cling on to any alternative which presents them the 
slightest  hope  of  escaping  from their  situation of  despair.  A discourse  on  tolerance  would appear 
meaningless to such individuals at that time. In short, issues related to survival can seriously dent and 
drastically alter the nature - including tolerance levels - of a social fabric. 

However, a relatively more tolerant and peace conducive social fabric would still be useful in such 
circumstances. A more tolerant and peace conducive society is likely to present better alternatives for 
re-insertion of such individuals. In addition, the individuals concerned, even in their most desperate 
times are likely to look for alternatives which are peaceful. Social mechanisms and institutions to take 
care of such individuals and in general to reconcile social tensions are extremely important elements of 
a  peace  conducive  social  fabric.  Mechanisms  to  redistribute  resources  at  family,  neighbourhood, 
community, city, regional, national and global levels and earnest efforts towards taking care of the 
needy, are extremely important are are likely to be reinforcing both ways for and from tolerant peace 
conducive social fabrics. 

Tolerance of Intolerance

A contradiction which sometimes arises when thinking about tolerance is 'tolerance of intolerance ?' eg. 



How  should  religiously  liberal  and  tolerant  individuals  respond  to  or  deal  with  religious 
fundamentalists ? Many modern liberals are seen to be extremely intolerant and 'closed' towards those 
who are fundamentalists or intolerant. In other words, they are flexible and open and tolerant towards 
all ideas except fundamentalism. This is sometimes counter productive and hampers exchange of ideas 
and meaningful communication, necessary for building trust and furthering peace. Similar reasoning 
can be applied to other kinds of tolerances as well. Tolerance of intolerance is a difficult contradiction 
and it is important to be clear about how to deal with it in the interest of peace. A practical difficulty 
associated  with  this  contradiction  is  that  being  tolerant  towards  or  indifferent  towards  increasing 
intolerance or fundamentalism obviously seems foolish. It could also clearly be harmful and damaging 
in the short run. We could perhaps get some hints and help from Mahatma Gandhi's ideals of non-
violence and the famed practice of offering your enemy the other cheek when slapped on one cheek ! 
According to Gandhi and his believers, such practices are said to ultimately result in a change in heart 
of the enemy.  We also need to distinguish impulsive one time behaviour from the overall composition 
of an individual or society, and their normal average behaviour. [ORKUT]

Grassroots institutions weaving a tolerant peace conducive social fabric 

Any deep seated changes at the level of individuals all across the society can take place only when 
managed by institutions  with networks  and branches  all  across the society,  with people to  people 
contact. For example, to counter Hindu religious fundamentalism in India, of the kind believed to be 
spread  by  organisations  like  RSS,  one  needs  equally  effective  grassroots  institutions  advocating 
tolerance and pluralism [NUSSBAUM].  It can be expected that it will take lot of patience, effort and 
resources  to  create  such  institutions.  If  starting  from  scratch  it  could  take  decades  before  such 
institutions  become  effective.  These  are  sociological  changes  and  processes.  Besides  its  Hindu 
fundamentalist ideology, RSS is involved in many commendable social service activities as well like 
education, yoga etc. For creating, promoting or sustaining a tolerant peace conducive social fabric, one 
has  to  work  through such  effective  grassroots  level  institutions,  with  extensive  social  contact  and 
involvement. Such institutions all over the world persistently making efforts can gradually weave a 
robust peace conducive social  fabric,  and genuinely be effective in bringing down overall  level of 
conflicts  and  violence.  Alternately,  existing  institutions  with  established  networks  could  be  used. 
Educational institutions are an important category of institutes which must be included. However, to be 
effective, the peace weaving institutions must have a wider coverage and include people who are not in 
schools. 

One might ask what right or legitimacy does an individual or an institution have in trying to bring about 
changes in values or behaviours of people. The answer is "it does not !". Any institution would have 
little effect if it advocates peace and tolerance in the form of one way value discourses. Instead, the 
institutions should provide people platforms where they could experiment, see and compare various 
competing  alternates  available,  reflect  on  advantages  and  disadvantages  of  each  and  then  make 
informed choices on their own.  Simple case studies and examples set in contexts which local people 
can relate to, which demonstrate peaceful, restrained and tolerant ways of responding to situations, 
juxtaposed with responses and acts leading to violence, can motivate such self-reflection and hopefully 
lead to gradual changes in behaviour; in other words create a more tolerant and peace conducive social 
fabric. 

Critical self analysis, limitations and future directions

Attempting permanent  and complete  peace  is  a  tall  order.  However,  it  is  very important.  Equally 



important  as  short  term case  by  case  peace  processes,  and  military  expenditures.  It  is  however  a 
difficult problem, and requires lots of collective thought and research, along with continuous practical 
experiments and implementations. This paper has been written as a humble attempt to raise some issues 
and point out directions. It raises many questions without always providing solutions or answers. To be 
fair to the problem, much more introspection, comments, thoughts and research from intellectuals and 
research institutions all around is required;  to refine the ideas, to add to them and to criticise them. 
Greater literature survey is also required, to point out similar or competing ideas, and also to justify, 
reinforce or refute some ideas, facts and references which have been cited in the analysis. A more 
scientific analysis  is required to estimate time and material  resources required to bring about such 
sociological changes. The paper will be successful if it incites such work and criticism. 
  
This paper presents a sociological approach for attaining permanent peace. It should be read with and 
compared to other directions and approaches discussed in the past, which can further world peace in a 
holistic manner, including :

1. Global government, and law and order eg UN  [SLICK] [MILLIS]
2. Global trade and mutual dependence

 
While the global government approach has its practical difficulties perhaps because it is not easy for 
governments to give away partial sovereignty to a global body, even if we are successful in establishing 
a global government which oversees law and order, peace and violence is not likely to be completely 
eliminated. This is because inspite of national governments overseeing law and order, there are plenty 
of intra-state conflicts and civil violence; and such conflicts are in fact on the rise. However, a global 
government should definitely be useful in achieving relatively greater order and peace. 

Global trade is increasing and that is a positive trend. It is believed that increasing trade and in general 
increased mutual dependence reduces chances of conflicts. However, it is not foolproof and one can 
point counter examples. Nevertheless, it should be net positive in terms of promoting relatively greater 
global order, peace and prosperity. 

The key difference between these approaches and the one presented in this paper is that while these 
approaches attempt to contain the problem (of conflicts and violence) from outside, the latter attempts 
to address the problem at the root and from within. There have been other approaches and thoughts as 
well eg Kantian proposition that greater democratisation of the world should lead in general to greater 
peace, nuanced later by [SNYDER]. We need to follow a balanced integrated approach, and invest in 
all these along with short term peace processes. If resources available for this purpose are limited, we 
need to raise more resources. And divert existing resources from military expenditures and violence 
towards peace processes.  

All these approaches have limitations, and there can be no easy solutions to such a large and difficult 
problem. The social fabric approach is perhaps the most difficult and costly, and also seems to be 
completely missing at present in terms of organised explicit global action. It may also appear most 
impractical and far removed from reality, unless we see things in a historical context and focus on the 
reality of continued conflicts and violence inspite of all past and current efforts towards peace. 

Is permanent world peace a feasible target ? If permanent and complete peace is not feasible, what 
partial levels of world order and peace are attainable ?  How far are we from these optimal peace 
levels ? Are humans pre-disposed to violence, by nature [SAPOLSKY].  These questions are important, 
and should be addressed when embarking on the project of attaining permanent world peace. They 
throw light on the difficulty and limitations of any such project. However, looking at present cases of 



violence in an isolated manner, it appears that a lot can be improved and we seem to be far from the 
natural limits of peace among humans.  

In a sense, the approach presented in this paper is very naive. Simply put, it is perhaps not very far 
from saying that 'there will be fewer conflicts and violence if everyone is nicer'; perhaps a little more 
nuanced if read as 'there will be fewer conflicts and violence if people are aware and more confident of 
peaceful and tolerant alternates'. However, what else can put a check to the rise of continuous conflicts, 
wars and violence, which always keep cropping up inventing innovative reasons and causes one after 
the other ?  
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